
 

 

Teacher of Arabic B 

Information for candidates 

 

Kent College Dubai is looking for a well-qualified teacher of Arabic B with the ability and flexibility to 

teach throughout EYFS and the Junior School (FS1 to Year 6). EYFS currently has around 100 pupils, 

and the Junior school has around 300. 

Arabic B is taught within the overall framework of the school’s Modern Languages (MFL) provision, 

and the Arabic B coordinator in the Junior School works very closely with the Head of Arabic B and 

Head of MFL in the Senior school to ensure continuity of the syllabus and programmes of study, and 

consistency of materials and approaches to teaching and learning.  

The Arabic department in the Junior school consists of the Arabic B coordinator, an Arabic B classroom 

teacher and an Arabic A teacher, who teaches all yeargroups in the school. We have a teacher of 

Islamic Studies B, who teaches throughout the Junior and Senior schools, and we are advertising for a 

teacher of Islamic Studies A, who will do the same once appointed.  

The Job Description for Class Teachers is posted with the advertisement for this post. In addition to 

the general requirements of that description, the successful candidate for this job must also meet the 

following criteria: 

 Be experienced in delivering the Arabic B syllabus in a teaching and learning environment which 

places a high premium on the quality of the pupils’ experience. 

 Able to plan, initiate and guide units of study in Arabic which involve speaking, listening, 
writing and reading 

 Foster thought, discussion, reading comprehension, linguistic analysis and a consistent work 
ethic  

 Use teaching methods to engage pupils, stimulate their intellectual curiosity through the use of 
effective questioning, presentation and resources 

 Set high expectations for pupils’ behaviour, establishing and maintaining a good standard of 
behaviour management through well focused teaching and through positive and productive 
relationships as in accordance with the School’s policy and DSIB standards 

  Contribute positively to the extra-curricular activities programme                                                  

  Create and evaluate assessments of each student’s work and keep records updated 

 Communicate regularly and constructively with peers, administrators, students, and parents 

 Set and assign appropriate homework on a regular basis to reinforce student learning and to 
prepare them for further class activities 

 
 



The successful candidate must also have: 
 

 University degree in Arabic or Arabic Studies 

 Recognised teaching qualification (if not a teaching degree) 

 KHDA approval to teach Arabic B 
 
Shortlisted candidates will be notified soon after the expiry of the application deadline and 
interviews, including an observed lesson will take place at Kent College. 
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